


From November 14th to 16th, ACI FMA held the Autumn meetings in Paris, on the
days leading up to the 60th ACI World Congress 2022. 

There were intensive workdays and an opportunity for the ACI FMA Management
Board, the Council, the Committees and Working Groups Chairs, and the Regional
ACI representatives to discuss the Association today and to reflect on ways to
grow and reshape it, to adapt to the future requirements of the ever-changing and
evolving financial markets. 

There was a strong representation of the National Associations, with members from
more than 40 countries present, who analyzed and discussed the Future of
Financial Markets, the next steps for ACI FMA, and the work needed to take the
Association to the next level, as was mentioned by Chairman of the Management
Board, Stephane Malrait, at the beginning of the Council meeting. 

As announced, ACI FMA Palestine presented its application to become a new
member of ACI FMA. The proposal was unanimously accepted, and with this recent
membership, ACI FMA has currently 60 active members. 

Khaldoon Al-Janini, President of ACI FMA Middle-East congratulated and welcomed
ACI FMA Palestine to the ACI FMA family, explaining that the Region is aligned, and
this is an important moment of conjunction for education and networking. 

At the close of the Autumn meetings, it was announced that the next ACI FMA
Spring meetings will take place in Zagreb, promoted by ACI FMA Croatia, in May
2023 and that the next Annual Congress will take place in Singapore, in September
2023, hosted by FMA Singapore.
 
At the end of the Council meeting, there was an interesting moment as the location
of the ACI World Congress in 2024 was hotly contested as many National
Associations have expressed interest in being the next hosts.  As soon as a
decision is made, we will inform the ACI FMA community. Keep posted. 



Over 40 countries were
represented at the Council

meeting, held on November 16th 

ACI FMA Council meeting

The Council family photo at the
end of the meeting 

It's a wrap
ACI FMA Palestine offered ACI
FMA a commemorative plaque
from the Association of Banks
in Palestine, for appreciation of

outstanding efforts.  

ACI FMA Palestine - ACI
FMA's newest member
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"These meetings are the best
opportunity to envision the
future of the Financial Markets.
With a worldwide representation,
this is the perfect place to
discuss the next steps for our
Association."

Kim Winding Larsen 
ACI FMA President 


